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Whiskey Burns Faster
Jessica Klimesh

If there were a list, it would be of the things he gave her, of the 
purple lava lamp, the violet crystal, the hand-crafted turquoise 
ring, the Victoria’s Secret panties, a stuffed moose, a blank jour-
nal, a book of Sylvia Plath’s poetry, and and and. And it would be 
of the things he took from her. Her virginity and her heart victori-
ous. Because love is youth. Because love is forever and the moon 
is glass.

Because she took from him, too. His black t-shirt with the infinity 
symbol. After spending the night at his place. Slept in it for years, 
until it was threadbare and aching, long after the two of them had 
ritualistically parted, agreeing to stay friends. And they did. Stay 
friends. Against the odds of rationality and logic. And now. The 
moon is paper and she wishes she still had the shirt, the faint, if 
imagined, scent of him in the cotton.

Then there was the time. A poetry reading at Picasso’s, where he 
preluded his poem with: “This is for a girl I used to love.” And 
she doesn’t remember whether the poem was good or bad or or 
or because the moon is wood now, and she wants to set it on fire.

#

That was all years ago, but death reawakens the living in time and 
now it’s back again, and she is awake and tumbling, has been will 
be awake for a month, she has not been sleeping, has been covet-
ing sleep, eyes look with dissatisfaction at the yearning for sleep 
and the dreams they come with flames and failure and guilt. Ever 
since she found out, it’s been the weight of fatigue, fatigue in the 
day’s mundane how are yous and oh, it’s nice weather chit-chat. 
Lesson plans. Meetings. Student papers to grade. Did she pay her 
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utility bill? The immensity of the shallowness of it all all all.

The clock-radio melts in front of her like sullen used-up candle 
wax. The moon, its repositioning, the phases of life, waxes and 
wanes and her thoughts her thoughts her thoughts are always 
of him now. She wants to crush the glass moon, wad up the 
paper moon, and burn the wood moon, to keep her mind from 
spinning spinning toward a chasm, toward him, toward every-
thing that happened in the twenty years since she met him. 
Him. To every drink they had together, clinking shot glasses of 
Hot Damn 100, then touching tongues. To every drink he had
alone, the ones she didn’t know about. To every conversation: 
him telling her he totaled his car, lost his license, but turned his 
life around (again). To every wound: carving one another’s ini-
tials in their arms, ogling the blood, grinning grinning. To every 
slow kiss and every rushed want of skin, sweat, skin, sweat, 
and entanglement. To the agony in his eyes the last time they 
saw each other, as he, newly divorced, lamented his decisions 
of love with I-don’t-know-why-I-married-her-she-wasn’t-even-
my-type-but-you,-you’re-my-type. To which she had shrugged 
and smiled, unsure of what to say. He was just over a year sober 
(for a third time), but it was too too late. At thirty-five, he was 
the same as he had been at eighteen. But she was completely 
different.

#

The numbers on the clock and it will be years before she sleeps 
again. This this that keeps her dissatisfied awake and glowing 
crazy. This this of him. Of their first date on a November Fri-
day night, a month after they’d met. At a coffee house where 
they indulged in multiple cappuccinos and then, spurred by the 
caffeine, wrote poetry on the walls and on the tables and on 
the chairs and sketched out their lives for each other. Plans 
and plans and plenty of time. Time. Back at her apartment she 
poured him a drink, and, just eighteen, he told her he’d never 
been drunk before, had only tasted alcohol once. She said it 
was fine fine. She was older and wiser and pretended she knew, 
drink after drink, as the sun dallied, waiting to take the moon’s 
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place. Time stretched out, and when the sun couldn’t 
wait any longer, she kissed him their first kiss. And then 
they drank to that, too.

And some nights, under the glow of the Christmas lights 
in her bedroom. Fervid inspiration. Living, breathing, and 
igniting. Fire and poetry. Vibrations of art and color. They
talked about the bookstore and coffee house they’d own 
one day. The books they’d write. The songs. The poems. 
They dreamed so big that the clouds looked small. He 
strummed his guitar while she painted. A lighter to the 
canvas. Flames. They laughed. Words spread out on pa-
per. Slow sad music. They drank hard. Shots of darkness, 
shots of light. Kahlua, rum, tequila, vodka, whiskey. Dis-
covery. Vodka burns the throat, but whiskey burns faster.

#

He drove her to the cemetery, told her he loved the peace-
fulness of the gravestones, their promise of tranquility, 
said he wrote poetry there. He drove her up Muncy Moun-
tain, and she watched the silence of the trees go past her, 
the solitude of the Pennsylvania landscape. And she knew 
then that it was love, such young and long ago love, and 
she was going to tell him, but he broke the silence, broke 
the spell, pointed to where a dead body had been found 
the year before. A girl from his old high school. Just a 
freshman.

#

In the 3 a.m. darkness, wrapped in blankets of insom-
nia, a snoring dog next to her, a faculty meeting in four 
and a half hours, and soft tears, she replays their last ex-
change—a brief light-hearted message on social media—
some mindless bric-a-brac about an old TV series. Not 
even a good-bye. Finality hits her like a roundhouse kick 
to the stomach. She wrestles for breath. Because now it’s 
only it’s only it’s only. Only a box full of memories—the 
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journal, the ring, the magnetic poetry they bought together, 
books, and her own poetry with his handwritten notes in 
the margins and and and. Memories, photographs, and dust 
to dust.

The clock-radio alarm alarms her, she has just fallen fallen. 
Asleep and dreaming, holding hands with his ghost, while 
he’s in the cemetery, deep in the earth. She wonders if he 
feels peace, calm, and order, those things he couldn’t attain 
in life. Those things he couldn’t find in the bottle. Those 
things those things and the moon is plastic now and can’t 
be shattered like glass into millions of shards, and it can’t 
be torn like paper, shredded shredded to obscurity. She pic-
tures him writing in the stillness. Eternal poetry. Forever 
and ever and ever words.

A flame to the moon and the plastic melts. The wooden 
moon burns burns, a campfire. Smoke in the distance. The 
scent of time.

She inhales. Exhales. Ugly spastic breaths. The light whir-
ring off the clock on her nightstand. Numbers folding into 
morning’s mourning.

The way they threw spiteful words like stones but always 
came back to each other. Always until. Until they couldn’t 
anymore.

It consumes her. The wakefulness of thoughts, the slow re-
play of motion, how they can’t go back and begin again. 
How they can’t rewind time from the drinks they had and 
the games they played. The moon was in love once before, 
and she is to blame.

But if she could, would she do it differently? Knowing what 
she knows. Knowing the impossibility of knowing. Now 
knowing.

Or would it be be be, just like this morning’s darkness, 
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which is tonight’s darkness, which is every night’s dark-
ness, and sleep won’t ever ever come until the moon has 
fallen asleep and is no longer glass, paper, wood, or plastic. 
Until the moon is just the moon again.
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1:13 In The Afternoon
  Gerry Fabian  

Within the soul
Of an abandoned farmhouse
Somewhere in the middle
Of lost and forgotten
And about to be reclaimed.

Shattered doors
And skeleton key locks
Broken rope
Window sashes.

Sagging fireplace mantle
Mourns
Uneven random plank floors
And evolving moss coatings.

This was never
My always home
Until now.
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TUT
       Margot Douaihy  

King at nine. Dead at nineteen.
Pathetic. Am I even a man?
Amulets. Scrolls. Leather boats.
Growing up is the fever dream
that traps the afterlife.
You hum Tut as you lean over me—
your mummy. Am I your canvas now?
Your masterpiece? The tip of your brush
can’t free or redeem me.
The deeper you dig the further you’ll fall.
Charms. Coffin. Sunset trapped on the wall.
They thought I needed spells
to navigate the next,
but for 3000 years all I’ve craved
is a woman’s lightning, her fingers
pressed into my palms, hands
that don’t ghost through.
Alabaster vase. Sigh of Horace.
There was a woman once.
Her name was time,
season of dripping light,
heat, thunderstorm nights.
Her pulse still rattles my linen.
There, feel it? Had I lived
where we could have flown.
Hawk. Ankh. Book of the Dead.
Don’t think you know me
because you’ve touched my bone.
Circle me with your tools and rulers.
Go ahead, pour in. But don’t pity me.
Get off your knees & stop weeping.
Study the way fractures
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never heal, holes unsewn.
Yes, I died young,
but I died a hunter,
eternally chasing
what can never be caught.
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The Cheyenne River 
Story

Steve Carr

From the football field size patch of muddy land stretching 
out along the side of the road where I sat, I could see the 
gray water of the Cheyenne River winding its way through 
the low, flat, banks along both sides of the fast moving wa-
ter. To call it a river, at least this part of it, seemed an
overstatement. It actually was no bigger than a large stream, 
here a little ways outside the town of Wasta. If I hadn’t 
been told by the attendant at the gas station in Wasta that 
the Cheyenne River was nearby I most likely wouldn’t have 
gone down the mostly deserted road to get an up-close 
glimpse of it. It appealed to my sense of adventure, see-
ing the river up close, especially since the word Cheyenne 
brought to mind fantasies about the days of cowboys and 
Indians.

But sitting amidst the yellow scrub-grass of late summer, 
looking through the sparse grove of dead trees that stood in 
odd and varying angles in the mud, seeing the stream-sized 
river was underwhelming to say the least. If it weren’t for 
what looked like a rust coated 1946 Chevrolet pickup sit-
ting among the dead trees, and trapped up to its headlights 
in the mud, my time there spent sightseeing would have 
been very brief. But given to wondering about things most 
people pay no attention to, I had to sit down on the hill 
alongside my parked car and ponder how the pickup ended 
up where it was to begin with. I am a wanderer by nature, 
and over the years I have been on practically every side road 
and trail you can drive on along Interstate 90 from Rap-
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id City to Sioux Falls. Aside from the occasional tourist 
stops like Wall Drug, The Badlands, or the Corn Palace in 
Mitchell, there isn’t much reason for getting off the inter-
state to simply sightsee, unless you enjoy prairie grass and 
the sounds of meadowlarks with their distinctive quick-
ly-warbled songs. There are few abandoned farmhouses 
still standing along the way, so even the transitory thrill 
as an adventurer in finding some old, discarded, and rot-
ting magazines, in an empty room, in an old farmhouse 
that is about to fall down, is not easy to come by.

That I had never been on this road was entirely an acci-
dent.

Most people leaving Rapid City or Sioux Falls, going from 
one to the other, have little reason to stop along the way. 
Stopping in Wasta has to be done for a very specific rea-
son. It’s a town with less than a hundred people and aside 
from a gas station, a small store, and an old hotel that is 
on the National Registry of Historic Places, there is noth-
ing to stop for, especially since Wall is about 15 minutes 
away.

#

I’m not an automobile aficionado and to be honest I don’t 
really have much interest in cars as a pastime or hobby. I 
don’t go to car shows, subscribe to magazines about cars, 
or go to car races. But I knew what the make and year the 
truck I was looking at was because my father had one, and 
there were many pictures of it in the family photo albums. 
It would take someone totally lacking in curiosity not to
wonder how the pickup ended up where it was and how 
long it had been there. It was what I was pondering as I 
chewed on a long dried piece of brown prairie grass when 
I heard a voice from behind me.

“The owner must have hated losing it like that.”
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I turned around quickly, surprised at the voice, and stared 
up at the face of a young man in his early twenties. I was 
momentarily blinded by the sunlight in my eyes. I put my 
hand above them to deflect the glare. “You startled me. I 
didn’t hear you drive up.”

“Sorry, didn’t mean to spook you,” the man said. “I didn’t 
drive here. I was just walking by and saw you sitting here 
looking at the truck.”

“You live in Wasta?” I asked.

“You don’t really live in Wasta, you’re just waiting for what-
ever comes next,” he said.

I started to stand.

“Don’t get up,” he said. “I’ll have a seat right there beside 
you if you don’t mind?”

“Not at all,” I said, settling back on the mound of grass and 
dirt I had been sitting on.

He sat down next to me and pulled a blade of grass from 
a patch of it beside him and stuck the grass in his mouth. 
“Strange thing about that truck,” he said after a moment 
looking out at it, “as time goes by parts of it disappear but 
the main body stays the same. The insides are gone, so is 
the grill and the headlights, but there she sits.”

“Maybe people have been stripping it over the years,” I of-
fered. “It can’t be easy finding a grill for a 1946 Chevrolet 
pickup if that is what you need.”

“Maybe,” he said after a brief pause. “But it’s awfully diffi-
cult getting through that mud even if you are dying to get 
something from that truck.”

“The mud has to dry sometimes,” I said.
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“Not that mud. This entire area all around the truck is 
flooded a few times a year and keeps the mud as thick and 
gooey as molasses even at the height of summer. It can be 
like trying to walk waist-deep through wet clay. It would be 
almost impossible to carry anything like a grill or an engine 
part through it.”

“Maybe the parts rusted away from the truck and were 
washed away,” I offered.

“Possibly,” he said with a tinge of doubt in his voice. “Or 
they’re just buried in the mud.”

I leaned back on my elbows looking at the truck, at the 
beige mud, glancing peripherally at him as he stared at the 
truck. We hadn’t introduced ourselves by name, and I was 
certain I had never met him, but there was something fa-
miliar about him, about his looks. He was wearing a blue 
flannel shirt, blue jeans and work boots. We were quiet 
for several minutes as the insects hummed about us and 
meadowlarks called out from a distance. On the other side 
of the river a large black and white Holstein cow made its 
way slowly along the bank, stopping now and then to pull 
grass out of the ground and slowly chew it. Other than the 
sounds of nature, it was eerily quiet.

“I guess I should be moving on,” he said at last, rising to 
his feet.
 
I stood also and extended my hand to shake his. “It was a 
pleasure talking with you,” I said, pulling my hand back 
when he didn’t shake it.

“I wouldn’t try getting to that truck,” he said with a wry 
smile before turning and heading down the road toward 
Wasta.

That he even suspected that getting to the truck was exact-
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ly what I was considering was disconcerting, but I chalked 
it up to good intuition on his part. I again looked at the 
truck seemingly mired forever in the mud, then looked back 
down the road where the young man had gone. He was now
out of sight.

#

Sitting on the hood of my car I ate a bologna sandwich and 
drank ice tea from a thermos while staring out across the 
mud, at the truck, and at the Cheyenne River beyond it. 
Since the young man’s departure no one else on foot or by 
vehicle came by. It was past noon and the sun was high in 
the sky and the hot winds of summer blew the aromas of 
prairie grass and cow dung over the landscape in which I 
sat. The odor of decayed wood and wet earth that hung in 
the air also grew stronger. Turkey vultures flew onto and 
away from the dead trees with more frequency. Staring at 
the pickup I realized that not even one speck of sunlight 
reflected from its body. Its color of brown, of dirty rust, 
was not that much different than the color of the mud that 
surrounded it. Its tomb of mud was all-enveloping. I got 
down from the hood of my car, tossed the thermos in the 
back seat. I untied my shoes and removed them and my 
socks and placed them by the car. Stepping onto the mound 
of dirt where I had been sitting earlier, I looked down the 
small slope of hill to the edge of the field of mud, then 
looked up at the sky, did a Sign of the Cross, and whispered 
my deceased wife’s name. Then I began down the slope.
 
Stepping onto the top layer of mud was much like what 
it must feel like to step onto the crust of a pie just before 
your feet go through it to the filling. As the surface of the 
mud broke beneath the weight of my body I immediately 
sunk down into the thick mud up to my knees, just below 
the hems of my shorts. It was surprisingly cool given the 
heat of the day and time of year. I stood perfectly still for 
a moment, balancing myself in the mud to make sure my 
feet were firmly planted on the ground beneath the mud. 
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Then the terrifying afterthought crossed my mind that I 
could have sunken further down then I did. As I looked to 
where the pickup sat, it occurred to me that I had not clear-
ly thought through that I had no idea what the depth of the 
mud was between where I stood and where it was. In that 
moment of balancing I considered getting out of the mud 
and going back up the slope, but retreating, even when it is 
prudent, has never been part of who I am. And finally, there 
was the matter of the pickup truck itself; I was being drawn 
to it. But knowing being drawn to it was all in my head 
didn’t lessen the feeling I had of being compelled to go on, 
guided by force outside of myself. 

The first few steps I took were relatively easy, although the 
mud stuck and clumped around my feet and legs like El-
mer’s glue. It took effort to pull each foot up and set it 
down again before taking another step forward, pushing a 
trail through the mud that quickly closed behind me leav-
ing no trace of where I had just stepped.

Were I a younger man maybe I would have found it easier, 
but nearing the age of seventy, although still in very good 
health and relatively strong for my age, my leg muscles be-
gin to quickly ache. Breathing in that heat, and with the 
effort required to get through the mud, my mind was pro-
testing against what I was making my body do. My heart 
was beating wildly and the pickup was still a good distance 
away. In an odd sense that I attribute to already being fa-
tigued, getting nearer to it only seemed to make it appear 
further away. I paused frequently, caught my breath, let my 
beating heart calm down and my muscles to gather energy, 
then pressed on. In the silence of the landscape, the flut-
tering of the wings of the turkey vultures as they rose from 
and settled on the dead branches of the trees all around me 
was noticeable, and sent chills up my aching spine.

It took an hour for me to reach the pickup, and when I did 
I collapsed against the passenger side door, panting hard. 
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The window was down, or gone, and looking into the ve-
hicle the only thing that still remained was the door to the 
glove compartment which was opened. On the door was a 
curled piece of paper.

#

In 1945 my father was on the USS Indianapolis in July of 
1945 when it was sunk by the Japanese Navy. He was one 
of the lucky almost 900 out of the 1,196 who got off the 
ship before it sank, but by the time he and his shipmates 
were rescued four days later, only 300 were still alive, the 
rest having died due to the effects of being in the water, or 
being eaten by sharks. I only knew of the event because of 
my grandparents and mother talking about it when I was 
old enough to hear such stories.

It was my grandfather who told me how much my father 
had come back a changed man from his time in the Navy, 
and from surviving the horrors of what befell the men of 
the Indianapolis. It was also my grandfather who had given 
my father the 1946 Chevrolet pickup almost as soon as it 
came off the assembly line. My father used the pickup for 
the first few years after receiving it to earn extra money 
on weekends making deliveries of items that would fit in 
the truck bed to towns between Rapid City and Pierre. As 
a young boy I sometimes went with him on the deliveries, 
my head stuck out of the open window, inhaling the aromas 
of the open prairies, or huddled against my father’s side 
to keep warm when it was winter. My father was a quiet 
man, and said very little during those trips, but it is to him 
I credit my love for road trips and exploring the back roads 
along Interstate 90.

Like most things that aren’t of a traumatic nature when we 
are children, I don’t recall when my father no longer had 
the pickup, and in later years when seeing him in photo-
graphs standing proudly beside it, his foot on the running 
board and his elbow in the open window, a broad smile on 
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his face, he would never answer if I asked what had hap-
pened to it.

“It’s best not to get too attached to things,” he would just 
say.

#

There at the truck with mud up to my knees, I looked 
around to see signs of the missing grill or other parts, but 
saw none. In some spots the corrosive effects of water and 
rust had worn holes through the metal. Whatever color it 
had originally been was impossible to detect. In the truck 
bed there was a pile of dirt and branches along with the 
skeletal remains of several small animals who had probably
crawled onto the truck to escape the water or mud and nev-
er able to leave it. I uncurled the piece of paper and looked 
at it long enough to see that it was a photograph, but de-
cided to examine it more closely later and put it in my 
shirt pocket. Then I headed for the shorter distance to the 
Cheyenne River instead of going back to my car. I slogged 
my way through the mud once more and when nearly at 
the water I turned and saw the young man who I had met 
earlier. He was up on the road standing where we had sat 
together. He waved briefly and I waved back. I couldn’t dis-
cern the look on his face from the distance I was from him, 
but I imagined he had the look of someone who had pegged 
me correctly. I stepped into the shallow water at the river’s 
edge and let the cold water currents wash the mud from my
feet and legs. When I looked back toward my car again, the 
young man was gone.

I walked a half mile or so up river and found a grassy riv-
er bank and climbed it and crossed a field of yellow grass 
before arriving at the road. Once back at my car I leaned 
tiredly against the side of it looking once again at the field 
of mud and the 1946 Chevrolet pickup imprisoned in it. I 
took the curled piece of paper from my pocket and slowly 
unfurled it. The image of the man in the photo was nearly 
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eaten away by the deteriorating effects of age and weather, 
but without a doubt it was a photograph of my father. And 
likewise a photograph of the young man I had met that day.
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Bad Habits
      Kara Goughnour  

When my bad habits catch up with me,
there will be lovers giving each other their first kiss
at the highest tip of a Ferris Wheel
and it will be both original and unoriginal
and it won’t matter at all.
When my bad habits catch up with me,
there will be young men with afros
like soap froth rapping on their work breaks.
There will be women in the subway’s caverns, hands woven
around violin bows like the stop-request pull-lines of a bus
we all know is speeding to hell. There will be
children throwing rocks at the windows of a library
because to a child everything is free, and therefore
nothing truly is. When my bad habits catch up
with me, I’ll be straddling the train tracks,
taking the shit that life did not give for me,
that it didn’t and doesn’t give for any artistic soul.
When my bad habits catch up with me,
inscribe on my gravestone, She never stopped
creating, and what did it mean, really?
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The Forge
              Andy Maher  

One ascends nearly 7000 feet in the Davis Mountains
to catch flashes of the large metallic globes.
The cries of ravens echo through etched lava fields,
chasing rabbits into ash.

As the tour group shivered in the altitude,
the guide reported, “When you peer into the eyepiece,
you will see a fuzzy Cheerio-shaped object.
This is Messier Object 57.”

Only recently has the star departed
the asymptomatic giant branch,
not uncommon for most stellar life cycles,
the dissipation of fusion, swept sediment.

Its forbidden lines move approximately
1 arc-second per century,
a nearly imperceptible quiver in the universe,
a handful of atoms broadcast through low densities.

The automatons watched Ares’ bloodied retreat
from the forge, Hephaestus’ triumph glittering like golden smoke.
Later, in broken anger and vanished beauty,
Phobos and Deimos achieved their orbit.

Years ago, late at night we shared a cigarette,
looking up, you said, “I find it unfulfilling
that the light we are seeing is actually
moments originating millions of years apart.”
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I thought, “It makes me think about two travelers.
One moving. One static.”
In the fantasy of the metallicity of time,
we watch the silence of an exploding star.
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Eating Cold Leftover 
Spaghetti For 

Breakfast
Gerry Fabian

And so it has come to this:
A half full bottle of French’s Mustard;
sour orange juice;
two slimy hot dogs in in a packet with whitish water;
a dented pizza box that I am afraid to open;
an open bottle of Coors Light - probably flat;
a half eaten pod of McDonald’s french fries
with dried ketchup covering them 
some of which have spilled onto the empty vegetable bin;
a soft to the touch mushy brown apple;
American cheese so old
it cannot be separated into individual slices
and a box of Arm & Hammer baking soda
dated three years ago.
This may not be rock bottom,
however;
especially if I shake
the mustard vigorously.
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Micro-tears
Cathal Gunning

The soul can thrum too
The taut-skin panda-bag eyes of exhaustion
Knuckle-clasping jolts of thought to get lost in
The soul can shudder
And ache
And build strength in resistance

Micro-tears progress-pic’ing to
Mass and muscle and
Hearts that
Can’t break
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Stillborn
Pitambar Naik

Some prove the calculus wrong at the moment
saying I was a dead star in a ghetto of epilepsy
of April’s explanation and was from right to left
shivering in minus 105 degrees
you’re whitewashing all stains of death with chocolates
I encounter with a cliché of grimace—the prima facie
almost routinely for months you disappear
and say, I’m absolutely stillborn
I’m a dead star yet I blaze no minus pandemonium
among millions of butterflies’ innocence, certainly!
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Never
Stapleton Nash

Even if we never walk in a golden cornfield,
As I have pictured us doing many times,
And you never look at me and say the things
You already say, but meaning them differently—
Beautiful
Wonderful
Even if I never find a place where voices can’t reach me,
And I never find out what reality feels like for other people
When they reach that place
That belongs to them and always will—

I have known what it is to love and wonder
And to feel the universe wrapping me in marvels.
Even on the coldest day in December
My hair wet and my socks thin
I felt something rise in me like molten gold.

Melting the stainless steel drum
That has long been a placeholder for a human heart.
Because of you, I know what it means
To walk through a park and scarcely breathe
As every tree leans down to embrace me
And bitter wind fills my coat like a sail
And I can scarcely breathe because
of the loveliness of my own feeling.
I know what it is to live as people live,
And not as dogs live;
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I know how it feels to open my mouth
and swallow the light.
I do not speak here in the grammar of dreams,
With confusion and misplaced veneration,
With impossible hallways turning in on themselves.
I speak with the conviction of a poor beast
Who has learned how to shut the door on fear,
Who has learned how to walk upright and,
laughing, found it easy.

Even if I never walk with you in golden summer,
I have walked without you in December,
My hair freezing on my temples,
Breathless to think of a future where
the sun rises, even in winter.
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Regifted
John Maurer

The universe keeps giving me opportunities I don’t deserve
I let them dribble off my hot cheeks like tar scented rain drops
I can’t do anything anymore except this;
This writing I address to the cosmos and its many wives

The falling key hammer looks like a raised third digit
My love letters read like numbered signs at an auction for your head
When the blade falls back on my skin or on the back of your neck
It will fall into a basket weaved by my great grandmother I never met
It will fall out of that basket and dribble off my hot cheek
The universe keeps giving me you and I don’t deserve it
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Trees Without Conscience
      Kara Goughnour  

In winter, I lose a piece of myself
in the leaves, each flaking flukkra
of snowflake falls without asking anyone first,
and in this fluff of dog’s-feet-snow, my lips
are like a cracked paw walking down your
downy chest, marking where I want to call mine.
In winter, I am less of myself but you still seem to love me,
and I hold you like a space heater I want to burn me –
my hand through the grate – I can feel this heat on my skin
and in my lungs. This cold is numbing, both in its purpling
physicality and in my icicle-cyclic spasms of sparking brain.
We are trying to friction the life back in, we are trying to catch
the sparks on our tongues. We are giving
this love the only bursts of warmth we’ve got.
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